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The Chasm
Can I tell you, I love living in a small town. I don’t have a long commute. Traffic is pretty much
non-existent. I can walk my children to school. Everywhere I go I see people I know.And, all these factors
allow me to more fully get to know, interact, and befriend people whom I may otherwise never have
interacted with, at least not on a deeper level. Which is the real reason I love living here, I get to really
know people. My neighbors, my coffee shop baristas, my children’s caregivers and teachers, other moms,
and ministers, the ladies in my Junior Women’s League. Are people who I may not have previously been
in relationship with, people who may vote differently than me, look different from me, live in a different
manner than me, and even support different sports teams from me (well, I’m not actually into sports, but
you get the picture). This is what I love about living in a small town, these interactions, these precious
relationships, they are what make our community so beautiful. In this way we have the opportunity to
come across differences to hear, see, and acknowledge one another as neighbors. Is it perfect, no, but I
have to tell you, I think it is unique and it is necessary especially within a highly divided and insular
nation and world.

Our passage from Luke today is yet another difficult parabel, unlike last week's parable of the dishonest
manager, this week’s is much easier to understand, which actually  may be what makes it so much worse.
Here Jesus presents us with the parable of the rich man and Lazarus. Lazarus, being the ONLY character
within all of Jesus’ parables who is named. His name meaning “God has helped, or intervened.” As we
find Lazarus at the entrance to the rich man’s estate. Covered in sores, desperately hungry with only the
wild dogs to tend to his hopeless state. And the rich man, luxuriously dressed, even down to his
undergarments (which our translation refers to as “fine linens”), feasting decadently at every meal, living
life without a care or concern for anything or anyone around him. The interesting thing to me about this
parable, is the immense extremes we are presented with. Decadent wealth vs. abject poverty, heavenly
reward vs. hellish condemnation. And in the midst of these polar opposites we find a great chasm, “fixed”
we are told, “so that those who might want to pass from here to [there] cannot do so.”

The summer between my senior year of high school and my freshman year of college I had the
opportunity to travel to Honduras for a month, to learn Spanish and serve at “Our Little Roses” or (in
Spanish) “Nostros Pequenas Rosas.” A home and school for girls that provided a safe and nurturing
environment for the communities young women to grow and thrive. During my month there I lived in an
apartment near the school, where the international teachers and other students, like myself, resided. I
vividly remember the day I arrived, being shocked by this foreign third world country. From the
landscape and the architecture to the language and even the atmosphere. It was a bit overwhelming. But,
what will forever be cemented into my mind was the little boy who stood outside of our apartment gates
from the time we arrived to the time we left. Every afternoon, calling out, “Buenas! Buenas!” Meaning,
good day. And, knowing that we should give him nothing, unless, as our program director had warned us,
we wanted  a parade of children calling out “Buenas,” day and night at our gate, in search of food and
money.

As our rich man and Lazarus take their final breaths, and leave this earthly world behind, we are told, the
rich man is buried, finding himself tormented in the flames of Hades. While Lazarus is carried off by



angels, finding his final comfort in the bosom of Father Abraham. Finaly, the rich man in the midst of his
suffering sees Lazarus, and calls out to Father Abraham begging that Lazaurs might come down and tend
to him in his hour of need. But, in turn father Abraham replies, “Child, remember that during your
lifetime you received your good things, and Lazarus in like manner evil things; but now he is comforted
here, and you are in agony. Besides all this,” Father Abraham goes on, “between you and us a great chasm
has been fixed, so that... no one can cross from there to us.” Realizing the immensity and irrevocability of
the chasm the rich man cries out one last time, “ I beg you[, than,] to send him to my father's house-- for I
have five brothers-- that he may warn them, so that they will not also come into this place of torment.” In
turn Father Abraham replies, “If they do not listen to Moses and the prophets, neither will they be
convinced even if someone rises from the dead.”

Hearing the cries of the little boy outside our gate was painful, to say the least. My guess too is that his
hunger was all the more painful. And that pian, for both of us, was made all the worse by the chasm that
separated him from me and me from him. Knowing I neglected to care for the boy at my gate, does this
mean my fate has been sealed, like  the rich man and Lazarus. I sure as Hades hope not, more so I believe
the answer is no, because this would be to miss the point of Jesus’ parable completely. As Jesus shares the
message from Father Abraham “neither will they be convinced even if someone rises from the dead,” He
in turn reaches beyond the grave connecting this life to the next. Bringing a glimmer of hope, a word of
healing, a prospect that it is not too late, for us today.

While the poverty in Honduras was both painfully unimaginable and clearly visible, the sense of
community, connection, and care was more powerful, memorable, and contagious than even the most
extreme need. People in our village all knew one another by name, they worked together, they shared
what they had, and gave as they were able. More so they welcomed everyone, even me a stranger, a
gringa. In this way, there was an unexplainable joy. Joy that I still remember and hold on to, joy that
infiltrated my entire time and experience there, joy that I was able to share in and bring back. This is not
to say we should write off or push aside abject poverty. But it is a reminder that we do not live in a world
of complete joy or complete suffering. And too, it compels me to strive towards living in a way where I
can lean in closer to my community, concerned with the care of those around us, despite differences and
division. In order to hold one another up when we face our own pain and suffering, in turn sharing
together as we create and grow abundant joy.

Here in our small corner of the world we have this opportunity as well. Because, the truth is the chasms
are everywhere, and we know them, sometimes all too well. Which is maybe why they can appear all too
big, too great, too fixed. And yet, as we are reminded by the naming of Lazarus, God helps, God
intervenes, and so too can we. This is why I love living in a small town.  Because we can know one
another, and work together to support one another. As we continue to acknowledge, say, those who use
our blessing box, as our neighbors. Those who receive from our meals on wheels deliveries as our
brothers and sisters. Those who walk by our church on the way to school or work as our parish family.
Those who come into our doors as our friends. Lord knows we need each other. We need to join together
in order build bridges across the chasm, to mend and heal the division, to tend and ease the suffering that
is inevitable in this life. More so, we need each other, to grow our joy, our gifts, and our hope together.
Creating an abundance and strength like Christ to reach across the grave and even the chasm


